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Abstract

Despite the fact that the formulation and use of information security policies are commonly practiced and that organizations devote significant resources to information security management, it is commonplace that the application of a security policy fails to accomplish its goals. For example, policies may be issued but not reviewed to include new regulatory requirements or business process changes, thereby resulting in neglect of legal responsibilities and policies that are outdated. The main objective of this paper is to provide a roadmap for information security policy development which promotes sustainability. The paper investigates current literature on policy development methods and compares the various approaches. Based on the result of the comparison, an Information Security Policy Development Life Cycle (ISP-DLC) is proposed. The proposed life cycle approach will ensure that organizational security policies are comprehensive, effective and sustainable.
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1. Introduction

Today, organizations of all shapes and sizes have to enthusiastically embrace information systems and technologies if they wish to survive and better thrive in an increasingly competitive environment. Consequently, it is vital that security controls are introduced to ensure that information embedded within organizational information systems retain its integrity, confidentiality and availability.

In order for an organization to have an appropriate approach to the protection of their information assets, it needs a well planned and effective information security policy. A policy can be defined as (1) “a course of action, guiding principle, or procedure considered expedient” or (2) “a certificate of insurance” (The American Heritage Dictionary, 2000). Using this definition, von Solms (2004) argues that it can be deduced that a policy refers to, firstly, action that needs to be taken or a procedure that needs to be followed and, secondly, a statement or declaration that can be made. Thus, if the procedure is followed correctly, then the ‘certificate of insurance’ should be intact therefore resulting in an organization meeting its goals and objectives (von Solms, 2004).

The implementation of effective security policies becomes critical specifically in the information security management field. The moral is that no matter how strong the presence of technical controls, security always depends on the people within an
organization. In an information security programme, people are often referred to as the weakest link (Grobler, T & Von Solms, SH., 2005). Etsebeth (2006) argues that if an information security breach or incident occurs because of the actions of an uninformed or negligent employee, the board of directors and top management may be held personally liable for the conduct of that employee. Therefore, the human factor should not be ignored. For an organization to have adequate security measures in place, it needs documented policies to govern the actions of its employees.

There is growing consensus both within the academic and practitioner communities that information security policies are the basis for the dissemination and enforcement of sound security practices within the organizational context (Doherty & Fulford, 2005). As David (2002) notes: “It is well known, at least among true security professionals, that formal policy is a prerequisite of security”.

In this paper, the importance of having effective information security policies and the potential challenges in implementing such policies, are explored. Five approaches or methods for information security policy development are compared. The results of the comparison are incorporated in an information security policy development life cycle (ISP-DLC) approach. The purpose of developing the ISP-DLC is to provide the means to ensure that information security policies address current and changing organizational needs and business goals and that policy compliance is ensured. This will result in information security policies that are truly comprehensive, effective and sustainable.

2. Importance of having an effective Information Security Policy

An information security policy establishes what must be done to protect an organization’s information. A well-written policy contains sufficient definition of “what” to do so that the “how” can be identified, measured or evaluated. Having quality policies to address issues of concern can provide greater depth of coverage in relation to improving the overall security of an organization, and can also prove useful from a legal perspective should the policies ever be questioned. An information security policy should specify an organization’s complete policy for information protection. It is normally comprised by a high level policy statement together with additional detailed policy documents. The policies should include all the measures necessary for the organization to comply with legal and regulatory requirements.

The importance of security policy documentation lies in the fact that it will come into play should an information security incident takes place that calls the operation into question (Peltier, 2002). For example, there are a number of anecdotes showing that employees who behave inappropriately cannot be dismissed, as no security policy existed stating their behaviour was inappropriate, even though it was damaging to the organization (Leinfuss 1996; Robinson 1997). It then becomes evident that the policy should be informed by the organization’s plans to manage its operational risk and comply with legal, statutory, regulatory or contractual requirements, and should support all efforts to achieve these goals.
Furthermore, even if a company is not legally bound to develop and implement an information security policy, such a policy will prove to be beneficial to the company for the following reasons: (i) Information security policies will strive to find a way to best conduct business while simultaneously protecting the identity, authenticity, confidentiality and integrity of the information assets of the company (Mistry, 2002); (ii) Voges (2002) observes that “Internet law is still very confusing, but enterprises with information security policies in place can protect themselves from unnecessary headaches”. He goes on to observe that companies which have an effective information security policy that recognizes and complies with internationally acceptable standards will have a distinct advantage over those companies which adopt a “wait-and-see” attitude. Companies which do not have information security policies in place, or do have such a policy, but the policy is not effectively enforced, are earmarked as being prone to fall victim to attacks from hackers, crackers and other threat agents (Voges, 2002). This will ultimately result in loss of customer confidence and shareholder value.

After reviewing why the need for information security policies exists, it should be clear that companies (and specifically the board of directors) may be labelled as reckless, negligent and irresponsible if they allow the company to function without having an effective information security policy in place. Also, it should be evident from the previous discussion that an important reason for having such a policy is to aid directors and top management alike with concrete evidence to present in court that they have fulfilled their responsibility of due care and due diligence. By managing information according to its value, and by protecting the confidentiality, integrity, availability and privacy of their information assets, organizations can not only meet their legal and regulatory requirements but also realize significant business benefits.

Although the implementation of a comprehensive information security policy provides numerous advantages to organizations, the processes of developing, implementing and adopting an effective one that reflects the organization’s vision and mission and, at the same time, entrenches the policy in the organization so that it becomes a normal and acceptable part of day-to-day operations are difficult, at best.

3. Challenges in implementing an effective Information Security Policy

Existing literature has emphasized on the foundation of information security policy development. However, it is not clear how well the methods described in literature are implemented (Maynard, S.B & Ruighaver, A.B, 2003). An Ernst and Young (1998) survey found that maintenance and compliance with policies are not given sufficient attention by those companies that do have such policies. It can therefore be deduced that in many organizations security policies end up on the shelf because of ageing which leads to obsolescence.

Because of the difficulties experienced in developing security policies, the elected authors often turn to other organizations’ policies, commercially available sources or templates available from public sources, such as the Internet, for answers to their
questions (Karin, H & Eloff, J.H.P, 2004). Often, a lack of skills and understanding contribute to the necessity of following such an approach. The resulting document will, however, not give proper direction for information security within the context of the organization that it must protect.

The formulation of an effective security policy can be a very demanding and complicated activity; therefore, the authors will battle with questions such as what should be incorporated into this important document to ensure that organizations meet legal and regulatory requirements while, at the same time, ensuring that best practices for information security management are in place. Notably, the formulation of the policy is only the start of the process. Maintenance and monitoring for compliance are as important if not more important than this initial step and usually present as additional challenges in the process. The policies should furthermore support and augment the business goals of an organization. Therefore any solution which proposes to address the problem of information security policy formulation, adoption and implementation, must address the challenges that have been highlighted in this section.

4. Current security policy development methods

A review of literature reveals a number of approaches or methods that organizations can use to develop custom security policies. These approaches are subsequently compared in a table format (Table 1), which attempts to group the steps proposed by each source into categories which form part of a similar process. For example, the steps categorized into Group 1, typically relate to the risk assessment process which precedes policy formulation. Group 2 deals with the steps required for policy construction for example, drafting the policy. Group 3 focuses on the policy implementation stage while Group 4 concentrates on policy monitoring and maintenance. Group 5 highlights the key roles for management while Group 6 does the same for staff in general. Note that the numbering of the steps proposed by a particular source is retained even if the steps are not displayed sequentially in the Table due to the requirement to categorize steps in a particular group.

The comparison reveals some similarities where the authors agree on the same steps while also showing the gaps where a particular author has not mentioned any step that the others considered important. For example, DTI (1999) does not mention any actions required as part of the risk assessment group while the Computer Technology Research Group (1998) consider risk assessment as the main step to be conducted before attempting any steps for policy construction.
Table 1: Information Security Policy Development Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Identify possible threats and risks</td>
<td>1. Determine what assets need protection</td>
<td>1. Research policy content</td>
<td>1. Study risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Determine assets to be protected</td>
<td>2. Determine the level of protection for each asset</td>
<td>1. Write a policy</td>
<td>2. Formulate policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Determine internet usage</td>
<td>2. Draft policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Determine the threats that exist</td>
<td>3. Add a recovery section in the policy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Explore how to address the identified threats</td>
<td>4. Develop an implementation plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Conduct an impact assessment</td>
<td>5. Issue policy to staff</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>10. User training</td>
<td>11. Request policy revision</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 4 Policy Monitoring and Maintenance Steps</td>
<td>4. Test the policy to ensure assurance</td>
<td>4. Monitor and maintain policy implementation</td>
<td>5. Review</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 5 Management Buy-in and Approval Steps</td>
<td>5. Obtain management approval</td>
<td>4. Get Co-operation from management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Group 6 Staff Support Steps</td>
<td>11. Respond to incidents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be seen from the preceding table, the authors offer basic steps for the development of a security policy document. In Section 5, the information gleaned from the analysis presented in Table 1 is collated and supplemented to propose a comprehensive information security policy development life cycle approach, as depicted in Figure 1. In order to achieve this goal, the groups that were used to categorize the steps listed in Table 1, are taken to constitute the phases to construct the proposed Information Security Policy Development Life Cycle (ISP-DLC). For example, Group 1 (Risk Assessment) becomes Phase 1 of the ISP-DLC. The same applies to Groups 2 – 4 which become Phases 2 – 4 of the ISP-DLC. Groups 5 and 6 which together cover the role of management and staff in general, are considered to be applicable to each of the phases of the ISP-DLC. Each of the phases requires direction from management and support from staff. For this reason, management buy-in and approval and staff support are depicted as horizontal bars spanning across all four of the phases of the ISP-DLC. The proposed information security policy development life cycle will then serve as a roadmap for organizations to follow to
ensure comprehensive, effective and sustainable information security policies. The ISP-DLC is subsequently discussed in more detail.

5. An Information Security Policy Development Life Cycle (ISP-DLC) approach

The proposed ISP-DLC consists of four major phases: Risk Assessment, Policy Construction, Policy Implementation, Policy Monitoring and Maintenance. Each phase can be expanded into steps detailing the activities that occur within each phase as discussed briefly hereafter. It is important to remember that policy development is an iterative and continuous process. Due to changes in technology, the business environment and legal compliance requirements, the policy implementation phase will always be followed by a maintenance phase which incorporates these changes and a monitoring phase which ensures that the directives of the policy are executed operationally (i.e. policy compliance).

Management buy-in and approval is depicted at the top of the ISP-DLC diagram and spans all phases as a crucial component of a successful policy development life cycle. Top management is ultimately responsible for the well-being of an organization. They normally use policies to spell out their management support and direction. Without management supporting security policies, they might be as well non-existent (Jarmon, D. 2002). These policies need to be communicated to all staff members. The need for staff cooperation is incorporated in the ISP-DLC diagram as a horizontal bar spanning the whole policy development life cycle in a supportive way. Employees need to know what they should and should not be doing, as individuals, in order to maintain the appropriate levels of security. Therefore a
communication strategy between managers and staff members is needed throughout the whole policy development life cycle.

The roles of management and staff are further discussed in Sections 5.1 – 5.4 as a sub-component of each of the primary phases by high-lighting issues of relevance to the particular phase being discussed.

5.1. Phase 1: Risk assessment

The risk assessment phase identifies the business assets an organization wants to protect, and identifies potential threats to those assets by asking the following questions:

- What must be protected? (i.e. Assets)
- What must the assets be protected against? (i.e. Threats and vulnerabilities)
- How much is the organization willing to spend to have adequate protection?
- What is the cost versus the benefit for the business?

The phase consists of four sub-steps: Identify the assets, Identify vulnerabilities and threats, Summarize risk assessment results, Evaluate possible measures and controls. These sub-steps must be executed in sequence and the result will be used to decide what to incorporate in the security policies in order to ensure that the identified risks are mitigated.

5.1.1. Management buy-in and staff support (Phase 1)

Based on the result of the risk assessment, management must evaluate the costs and benefits of implementing the recommended controls to reduce risk to an acceptable level. If the envisaged expense is within budget, the next phase of policy construction can commence. If not, the risk mitigation strategies will need to be revised to be within budget or the budget must be increased. At this stage of the policy development life cycle, the involvement of management is a primary requirement, whereas staff in general will only be involved from a risk assessment point of view.

5.2. Phase 2: Policy construction

The security policy is developed during this phase based on the findings and recommendations to reduce the risks posed by threats and vulnerabilities as agreed on in the risk assessment phase. This phase will also consider business strategies and objectives and legal requirements during the construction of the policies. The phase is comprised by the following sub-steps: Draft a one-page policy statement and high level outline of security requirements, Review and approve high level policy statement, Draft detailed policy documents, Review and approve detailed policy statements, Publish approved security policies.

The process of writing the information security policies involves selecting appropriate control objectives that need to be achieved. A control objective is
defined as a "statement of the desired result or purpose to be achieved by implementing control procedures in a particular process" (Cobit 4.1, IT Governance Institute). A control objective can also be seen as an information security best practice which is implemented through using appropriate security controls (ISO 27002, 2005). A one page policy statement and high level outline of security requirements to meet the requirements of the selected control objectives will be drafted. This draft provides a starting point to create an ideal information security policy that reflects the top level concerns of the organization. The draft will be submitted to the executive and senior management for review and approval of the high level policy statement. If approved, a draft of a detailed policy document based on the high level policy statement is submitted again to management for approval; and if approved, the security policy is ready to be published.

5.2.1. Management buy-in and staff support (Phase 2)

Except for the integral role of management to review and approve the policy drafts and final security policy documents, their express commitment to and support of the policies are required with a further concerted effort to ensure proper communication of policies to staff. A communication plan that enables audience feedback must be initiated during the policy construction phase to prepare the organization for the upcoming changes and to enable individuals to influence the formation of the new policy. Involvement is critical in moving users through the stages of commitment from preparation through acceptance and ultimately to the commitment stage.

In addition, a new or updated security policy will inevitably change something about the way someone is working, and such changes, no matter how small, require attention. The impact of the change must be assessed to make sure it can be successfully implemented. An understanding of the current environment is therefore vital. For example, these questions should be asked during the policy construction phase to assess the staff’s ability to successfully support a new security policy:

- Who is impacted?
- Is the culture conscious of the importance of security?
- How does the culture require that components of a new policy and key implementation issues be introduced?
- What is expected to happen when the new policy is implemented?

The afore-mentioned aspects must then be addressed during the policy implementation phase to ensure staff acceptance and support for the new policies.

5.3. Phase 3: Policy implementation

After completing policy construction, it is time to implement the new security policy document. A detailed implementation plan is now required to translate the design into reality. This phase covers the following sub-steps: Define security and control requirements through detailed procedures and guidelines, Allocate information security responsibilities, Test security and control requirements, Implement security
and control requirements, Implementing ongoing security policy training and awareness.

5.3.1. Management buy-in and Staff support (Phase 3)

Communication from senior members of the organization will increase the likelihood of security policy acceptance by the organization as a whole and help to promote individuals through the stages of commitment. The endorsed final copy of the security policy must be made easily available to all employees. It must be communicated to all users formally and users are to acknowledge that the policy is read and understood by signing and agreeing to comply with it. The next requirement will be to develop security awareness and training programs regarding the new policy. These programs are very critical steps of the policy implementation phase as their main role will be to change the attitudes of employees by encouraging them to play an active role in policy implementation.

5.4. Phase 4: Policy monitoring and maintenance

This phase is comprised by two main activities, viz. monitoring and maintenance.

Policy monitoring

After the information security policy has been implemented, organizations should include the appropriate monitoring mechanisms to define the daily activities throughout the organization that ensure the security policy is enforced across the organization. The following sub-steps should be executed: Produce measurable results reflecting users’ behaviours, Perform system audits and reviews, Perform intrusion detection and penetration testing, Perform user activity audit trail analysis, Audit policy compliance. The main goal of policy monitoring is to ensure that staff members comply with new policy requirements. In this way, the proposed ISP-DLC shows that compliance with policy requirements is necessary to ensure sustainability of security policies. Policies that are only constructed and never applied and adhered to, are of no use to the organization.

Policy maintenance

This activity incorporates the following sub-steps: Review reports of security incidents, Review security and technology infrastructure, Review business strategies, Review trends and unexpected events, Review legal requirements, Compile request for policy changes, Repeat policy development life cycle.

It is important to review the security infrastructure of an organization continuously to identify new threats. This could be due to changes in technology used elsewhere in the organization. It is further possible that new laws are introduced which would need to be incorporated in organizational security policies. The bottom line is that changes of varied nature, could lead to information security policies becoming outdated. These changes must be incorporated in the policies through the maintenance phase. The maintenance phase requires a re-execution of Phases 1 – 3 in
the life cycle in order to ensure that changes to policies are not applied in an ad hoc way. Of course, there are a lot of unknowns and during this phase organizations will likely identify a new threat that wasn’t considered, a new technology that is needed, or a business capability that was forgotten and has to be catered for in the organizational policies.

5.4.1. Management buy-in and Staff support (Phase 4)

In this step, management must ensure that appropriate procedures and systems are in place to determine whether personnel understand the implemented policies and procedures and that the policies and procedures are being followed. Furthermore, management needs to ensure that there are appropriate consequences for non-compliance with the security policy requirements. Penalties need to be consistently enforced and communicated to all staff members.

6. Conclusion

Security policy development goes beyond simple policy writing and implementation. Unless organizations explicitly recognize the various steps required in the development of a security policy, they run the risk of developing policies that are poorly thought out, incomplete, redundant, not fully supported by users, superfluous or irrelevant. A security policy has an entire life cycle that it must pass through during its useful lifetime. The objective of this paper was to propose an information security policy development life cycle which will ensure both comprehensive and sustainable information security policies.

Organizations cannot develop comprehensive security policies in one hit; but a well-planned, continuous process must be followed during the security policy development life cycle. It is conceivable that if a security policy has gone through a life cycle more than once, the policy will be more mature both in the sense of supporting the security principles of the organization and it being operationally entrenched in the company through the existence of proper procedures that guide its implementation. The creation of information security policies is not a once-off event but requires continued commitment to ensure that the policies add value. This can be achieved through the proposed life cycle approach. Using the comprehensive security policy life cycle as described here will provide a framework to help organizations ensure that the necessary steps for security policy development are performed consistently over the life of the policy and that the policies are complied with. In this way the policy itself is not the only artefact of the development process, but includes its sustainability and the assurance that the policies are complied with.
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